Al Purdy A-frame Association—Final Report for 2021
I began the 2020 Annual Report musing about what we had learned in 2020. As we begin
2022, I look back at 2021 and wonder whether we learned anything at all. Well, we’ve
learned the order of the Greek alphabet. We’ve learned the definition and consequences of
atmospheric rivers.
The pandemic has exposed many inequities, and has been particularly difficult for many,
including writers. Again we were unable to open the house for spring and early summer but
we were able to have three writers safely do residencies. The opportunity was especially
welcome during the lingering, roller-coaster pandemic.
A new schedule for 2022 to the end of June 2023 includes those writers who had
residencies deferred as well as those who were offered residencies from the Call for
Applications in 2021. Fingers crossed that we can make that schedule happen, and resume
some community projects.
The applications from the 2021 Call represented the most diverse group of writers to date.
If you have suggestions about how we can expand our networks and distribution, please get
in touch.
The Zoom workshops organized by Ben Ladouceur have proven to be very popular and are
now a part of our regular programming.
Finances:
Another year without fundraising events was tough. And then some. In an effort to create a
more stable and predictable funding stream, we launched a Monthly Giving Campaign.
People sign up through CanadaHelps for a monthly pledge of whatever amount they wish.
We suggest $5 or $10, the price of a coffee and donut. The amount is not onerous, is billed
monthly to a charge card, and the A-frame Association has better ability to budget.
https://www.alpurdy.ca/donate/
For our first attempt at monthly giving the reception was positive. Many people also made
one-time donations. The Al Purdy A-frame Association cannot apply to the Canada Council
for the Arts for support for the residency program, so individual donations are critical.
APAFA is very grateful for the support it receives from the Ontario Arts Council.
Property Report:
2021 was a relatively quiet year at the Al Purdy A-frame with reduced occupancy and no
major property projects. Early in the year a lightning strike hit the Wi-Fi dish and damaged
house wiring, which has been repaired. We had a dry well that turned out to be caused by a
running toilet, constantly demanding water—the joys of cottages and septic systems.
The major project of the summer was installation of a pre-fab storage shed to hold tools,
yard equipment etc. that are currently encroaching on residential space. This installation

was managed by 97-year-old Eurithe Purdy, who also painted the interior of the shed.
Eurithe and an assistant also did considerable brush clearing and yard maintenance.
We continue to argue with County squirrels—they think they should inhabit the writer’s
shed, and we disagree. I am happy to report that in 2021 there were no beaver sightings or
tree nibbling.
“On the Flood Plain”
Adapted from an essay by Duncan Patterson
…my consciousness hung like a great silver metronome
suspended between stars
on the dark lake
and time pours itself into my cupped hands shimmering.
“On the Flood Plain,” a story not of removal but of immersion. Immersion, for want of a
better word, in the earth: sticking both thumbs in the stony earth, pulling it apart, leaning
sticks against each other to bend a small arc of the horizon into a kind of bump, & changing
the contour of the earth itself.
In “On the Flood Plain,” Al writes not about being a million miles from anywhere but of
being in the midst of things. This is why they built on the flood plain, he says; ‘damn right,
the seriousness of things beyond understanding,’ and, presumably the need to be sunk down
in the thick of it.
Well, goddammit, all I can say is ‘thanks, Al!,’ you certainly made it fun for us years later,
inheriting your poetic decision, mud up to our eyeballs, shaking our heads, and staring at a
crawlspace dug below the level of the lake & filled with 20 inches of water. It feels a bit
silly in hindsight, but those of us working on the ‘restoration’ of the A-frame didn't initially
realize how much of our time, and budget for that matter, would be spent mediating Al's
decision to live in ‘the seriousness of things beyond understanding.’ It felt like a minor
consideration at the time. About 150 feet of drainage tile, 4 tonnes of clean 3/4" stone,
sharp sand, fill, filtercloth, a sump pump, and a sump pit later, and it doesn't feel like such a
minor consideration after all!
As Duncan outlines, when the upgrade work was started in 2014 a lot of thought and
energy were expended on the negative consequences of ‘building too close to the
lake.’ This work bought us some time, but for poets of the future to comfortably dwell
amidst the seriousness of things beyond their understanding, the A-frame needs a proper
frost-proof foundation. And while that is being put in, the structure should be raised well
clear of the rising water table (several years ago this work was completed on the writing
shed so it is safe and dry). This will be a major project costing $100,000 or more. Because
of the extensive nature of this work we cannot begin until funding is in place. To date we
have $10,000 in the A-frame Foundation account.

Pilgrims and Community
Since the A-frame residency project began we have referred to the visitors who just show
up as pilgrims. Sometimes the folks who are interested in seeing the place get in touch
beforehand (which is much appreciated) and we arrange for a visit with the current writerin-residence if it is convenient. In 2021 we received a request from Robert Zacharias from
York University. One of his areas of interest is literary tourism. Robert explained that
literary tourism is a long-standing practice with roots in the Grand Tour.
So far his research has focused on literary houses that are on the National Heritage list, like
the Robert Service house. After visiting the A-frame, hosted by Jessica Bebenek, he noted
the difference; “You've managed to maintain something of the collaborative, living spirit
with which Purdy apparently ran the cabin, and there's a sense in which this resists the type
of ‘museumification’ that is demanded of sites formally designated as nationally historic.
“Scholars writing about literary tourism sometimes refer to visits to literary sites as
pilgrimages, meaning to imply that many visitors understand their literary travels as
something more than simple tourism. This doesn't always ring true to me, but it certainly
does in relation to the Purdy A-frame. I wonder if this is partly because of the effort it takes
to get to the site—one doesn't stumble across it on a street corner, after all!—but it must
also be due to the near mythic status the house has taken on among a certain generation of
CanLit folks. The generous writer-in-residence program is a wonderful way to extend that
legacy to the next generation of writers—and, through them, to the rest of us.”
You can find the house by reading the poems. As Terrance Cox wrote: Al, you write good
maps.
As Always, the Final Words Go to Our Writers-in-Residence
Madhur Anand’s residency was split—she did two weeks in 2020 and two weeks in 2021.
She was working on her second collection of poems, which she completed at the A-frame.
She describes her work:
“There is one long poem in that collection which is written, foremost, as a collaboration
with the late John Ashbery, whose own ekphrastic poem Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror
was written in response to the painting by the late Renaissance artist Parmigianino. My
poem is an ekphrastic response to an installation piece I have at my home in Guelph titled
“Slow Dance,” which has been produced for the market by a company called “Wonder
Machines” to explore the intersections between art and science. My poem takes the form of
Ashbery’s poem in style and also in form (identical number of lines and stanzas as
Ashbery’s poem). The poem also reveals a number of collaborative interfaces with artists,
scientists and other species, both dead and alive (permissions granted in the case of live
humans), as they appeared in my life during the approximate one-year period during which
the poem was composed.”

Jessica Bebenek—My six weeks at the A-frame were incredible, an experience which I
will carry with me as a guide in my art and in my life. I have developed the practice of
quiet & contemplation—invaluable skills for a young poet.
The experience of living in & around the A-frame helped me in finding clarity as I
edited. Reading from the A-frame’s library, including the wonderful collection of books by
previous residents, was inspiring in drafting new poems. I put up my hammock on the trees
by the lake edge, reading and watching the fish swim below me as I dreamt up new work.
We were able to organize one fantastic bookmaking workshop at the Ameliasburg
Public Library! We were able to host six locals (there was even a waiting list) inside the
library, where I led them in creating a zine-style book incorporating collage.
Sophie Anne Edwards Thank you for giving me this precious time. The highlight of the
residency was tea with Eurithe. Two visits, actually. I felt most connected to her presence
during the first half of my residency in fall 2021, so it was stupendous to eat cake and have
tea with her this time around. We talked cake baking, lawn mowing and the challenges of
climbing onto roofs.
Sadiqa de Meijer wins 2021 GG non-fiction prize

Congratulations to A-frame alumna Sadiqa de Meijer, whose Alfabet/Alphabet has won the
non-fiction category of the Governor General’s Literay Awards for
2021. Alfabet/Alphabet, published by Palimpsest Press, is the record of de Meijer’s
transition from speaking Dutch to English.
“Language as the mother of bond and breach is beautifully storied in Sadiqa de Meijer’s
poignant and provocative memoir….
“This is a book that dreams of transforming migration, citizenship, families, nationhood
and the very utterances upon which each is built. A deeply hopeful narrative about
language itself, a singular exploration of the way that words build a home.”

A-frame alumna Madhur Anand wins 2020 GG non-fiction award
Madhur Anand’s This Red Line Goes Straight to Your Heart was awarded the 2020
Governor General’s prize for non-fiction. The awards were delayed until June of 2021
because of the pandemic. Congratulations to Madhur.
“An innovative, moving account of three generations of a South Asian Canadian family as
they negotiate time, history, memory and loss, this book of constant, fleeting juxtapositions
is a confluence of the intimate and the objective that blends science, personal narrative and
fictional elements to push the non-fiction form into bold new territory. In This Red Line
Goes Straight to Your Heart, Anand challenges the ways we think about memoir and
family history.”

Visit our group on Facebook.
Follow us on Twitter.

